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Korea: Industrial production fell for a
second month
Service and construction activity increased but couldn't stop the
decline in the all-industry production index as manufacturing activity
fell in August. Solid consumption and facility investment should lead
the current quarter's growth, but we then expect a sharp deceleration.
We expect only a 0.1%QoQ GDP gain in 3Q22 (vs 0.7% in 2Q22)
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Lower than expected

All industry production fell for a second month due to weak
manufacturing activity
Industrial production dropped by 1.8% MoM (sa) in August, which was a bigger fall than had been
expected (-1.3% in July and -0.8% market consensus), recording its second monthly decline. By
industry, automobile production continued to gain solidly (8.8%) with improving global supply
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conditions helping suppliers to fill gaps in existing orders. But other major export items such as
semiconductors (-14.2%) and petrochemicals (-5.0%) fell, suggesting that overall global demand
conditions worsened.

Semiconductor production dropped for a second month and was also accompanied by a worrying
accumulation of inventories. Usually, this leads to a downward cycle for semiconductors. We
expect a weak semiconductor performance in the coming quarters. Meanwhile, economic
reopening appears to have supported activity in services. Social/welfare services declined (-1.3%)
as the Covid situation improved, but wholesale/retail sales (3.7%) and leisure services grew solidly.

Manufacturing IP fell for a second month in August

Source: CEIC

Equipment investment and construction rebounded in August
There was a positive message in the investment component of this data. Equipment investment
rebounded 8.8% in August. In addition, the forward-looking machinery orders series also showed
gains, mainly driven by the IT sector. It seems as if despite the downturn in the semiconductor
cycle, manufacturers continue to expand their investment in advanced technologies.

For construction investment, both engineering and residential construction rose for the first time in
three months while construction orders fell sharply reflecting the sluggish real-estate market in
Korea.

Investment rebounded in August

Source: CEIC
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The growth outlook and the Bank of Korea policy reaction
Based on today’s weaker-than-expected industrial production data, we expect 0.1% QoQ growth in
3Q22 (vs 0.7% in 2Q) and have downgraded our annual GDP forecast for 2022 to 2.5%YoY. In
addition, with downbeat forward-looking data, we believe the probability of recession is growing
rapidly. Yesterday’s business survey outcomes were weak, with manufacturing sentiment
deteriorating to its lowest level since October 2020. Also, we expect a sluggish housing market in
the coming quarters as a result of tightened liquidity conditions backed by today’s weak
construction order data. Thus, we think growth for the next two quarters will likely contract with
both weak domestic and external demand.

Despite the recent poor performances in activity data, we believe that the Bank of Korea (BoK) will
still put its policy priority on price stabilization. And we expect a 50bp hike at the BoK's October
meeting. But the weak growth conditions will eventually slow the BoK’s tightening actions. And
growing concern about recession, together with slowing inflation, should stop the BoK's rate hike
cycle by early next year.
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